V7660 VONG HOA TRUOC MO  (VIETNAM, 1987)
(Other titles: Showdown, pt. 8; Van bai lat ngua, tap 8; Wreath over the grave)

Credits: director, Khoi Nguyen ; writer, Nguyen Truong Thien Ly.
Cast: Nguyen Chanh Tin, Lam Binh Chi, Thanh Lan.
Summary: Historical melodrama set in South Vietnam in the 1960s. The spy Nguyen Thanh Luan is assigned to the Diem family’s inner circle as a reward for loyalty. He is assigned to transport opium from Laos to Vietnam. When the South Vietnamese military overthrowns Diem, he discovers Luan’s real identity but allows the spy to live in the hope he will eventually work against Diem’s enemies.

Pham, Bich Loc (see under Nguyen, Thanh Binh)